SchoolsPLP
Personalized Learning At Its Best

Trusted, Accredited & Approved eLearning Solutions

PK-12 GRADE Curriculum & LMS
Perfect for virtual schools, textbook replacement, and learning loss

Quickest Start Time in the Industry
We will have your staff trained & ready to start in 90 minutes

We Improve the Lives of Educators

visit us at SchoolsPLP.com

NEW! Virtual Teacher Instruction service
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Personalized Learning At Its Best
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Who is SchoolsPLP?

SchoolsPLP is an NCAA accredited online educational ecosystem where all aspects of eLearning are interconnected.

Real-time, to-the-point reporting and simple teacher/student communication enable teachers to focus on their teaching – easily keeping track of their students’ progress.

How is SchoolsPLP different?

SchoolsPLP brings multiple curricula & instructional designs to a single easy-to-use interface.

We help schools tailor a specific plan & set of courses benefiting both students and staff within any online or blended learning environment.

Curriculum choice allows educators to choose the level of rigor, the interactive & multimedia components, and project assignments before releasing curriculum to their students.

SchoolsPLP is so intuitive, we will have your staff trained and ready to start in 90 minutes.

Research-Based Curriculum Development & Standards Alignment for all student groups including:

1. Hybrid Learners
2. Below Grade Level
3. Intervention/Acceleration
4. Credit Recovery
5. Social & Emotional Learning
6. Special & Alternative Ed

“...The support offered by SchoolsPLP is unmatched. As for the platform and course offerings, my students are focused, the data is immediate, and my teachers are happy. It’s a win-win-win!” – Kym Reid Mayer Unified School District
The Path to Success with SchoolsPLP

Personalized Learning At Its Best

SchoolsPLP solves this dilemma by bringing multiple curricula & instructional design models to an industry leading LMS

Prior to SchoolsPLP administrators had to choose between buying:
- one curriculum that might meet most learning styles
- multiple curricula to try to reach all learning styles

SchoolsPLP provides a simple experience for personalized learning with real time monitoring and communication tools.

Increased teacher buy-in strengthens teacher collaboration.

Thoughtful implementation options increase teacher buy-in.

Strong teacher collaboration results in increased student results.

The SchoolsPLP LMS is based on what we call the Three Pillars:

- Technical Power
- Simple Experience
- Curriculum Options

Over 2000 resources

Every student deserves a personalized learning program.
Every teacher deserves access to a high quality curriculum.
Every administrator deserves peace of mind.
Prior to SchoolsPLP administrators had to choose between buying:

- **One curriculum** that *might* meet most learning styles
- **Multiple curricula** to *try* to reach all learning styles

OR

**SchoolsPLP** solves this problem by bringing multiple curricula & instructional designs to a single *easy-to-use* interface.

---

### The Three Pillars of SchoolsPLP

**Technical Power**
- Industry Leading LMS
- Multimedia Tools
- Custom Authoring
- System Integrations
- Sharable Links

**Simple Experience**
- Easily Personalize Learning
- Colorized Student Progress
- Two Clicks to Communicate
- Real Time Monitoring

**Curriculum Options**
- Multiple Instructional Designs
- Numerous Course Types
- Mix & Match in One Course
- Math AI Tutoring

---

**United by Personalized Strategy & Tactics**

*Works with Your SIS, Your LMS, and more!*

---

**SchoolsPLP.com** | **800-484-3061** | **hello@schoolsplp.com**

---

**ESSER**

- **Click** to learn how we can help you use YOUR ESSER funding!